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In many multi-echelon inventory systems, the lead times are random variables. A
common and reasonable assumption in most models is that replenishment orders do
not cross, which implies that successive lead times are correlated. However, the
process that generates such lead times is usually not well defined, which is espe-
cially a problem for simulation modeling. In this paper, we use results from queuing
theory to define a set of simple lead time processes guaranteeing that (a) orders do
not cross and (b) prespecified means and variances of all lead times in the multi-
echelon system are attained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fact that the lead time in an inventory system is rarely constant is widely rec-
ognized. It is important to account for lead time variability when analyzing multi-
echelon inventory systems, because ignoring it may lead to a high cost and a poor
performance (cf. Gross and Soriano [8]). An important issue when incorporating
stochastic lead times is whether successive lead times are independent, because in
that case orders can cross. A crossover occurs when a quantity that was ordered in a
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latter period arrives before one that was ordered in an earlier period. In practice,
successive lead times are usually dependent (cf. Yano [21]); therefore, the "no cross-
ing" assumption needs to be incorporated in the model. Various modeling ap-
proaches have been used to circumvent this complication. When the interval between
successive orders is large enough, the probability of crossover is negligible and can
be omitted (cf. Hadley and Whitin [9]). Friedman [7] circumvented the problem by
assuming that there is always only one order outstanding. In Sphicas [16] and.Sphi-
cas and Nasri [17], the problem of crossovers is eliminated by assuming that unit
demands are noninterchangeable. It is clear that these approaches are not generally
valid.

To our knowledge, Kaplan [12] was the first that explicitly incorporated the no
crossing assumption. A mechanism of the arrival of orders is used, to ensure that
orders never cross, whereas in general lead times will be dependent. Kaplan (see also
Nahmias [15] and Anupindi, Morton, and Pentico [2]) developed this mechanism for
a periodic review system, which places an order at the beginning of every period.
This mechanism is based on a stationary, discrete-time Markov process {U(t)} with
nonnegative-integer states, representing the number of outstanding orders after a
possible delivery at time t, with

( Pj, y = 0,1,...,/,

, J, . .__ (1)
1 ~ Z,Pn, 7 = 1 + 1 .

The situation where at time t + 1 no delivery is made corresponds with j = i + 1.
Notice that Eq. (1) assumes that the probability of arrival of an outstanding order is
independent of the number of outstanding orders. Ehrhardt [5] derived the distribu-
tion of the lead time L, for this specification, namely,

Po, i = 0,

U ~ P o J U ~ Po ~ Pi) ••' I i ~ 2iiPj)2JPj' ' — i>A.
/»r{L = «} = •

;=o /;=o

where m denotes the maximum lead time. Like Zipkin [22], we think it is hard to
imagine a physical process giving rise to this scenario. Moreover, many parameters
need to be estimated from data and, furthermore, Zipkin showed that not any lead
time distribution (e.g., the geometric distribution) can be attained. Zipkin extended
the arrival mechanism of Kaplan [12] by relaxing Eq. (1) (along with the discrete
time assumption). However, it is not clear how to choose an order arrival process
that fits certain lead time characteristics (the mean and variance as observed in
practice).

Heuts and de Klein [11] introduced another model to deal with stochastic lead
times. They distinguish between a start-up and a follow-up order. For a start-up
order Pr{L = /,-} = pj, where the discrete lead time L is defined at the points
'o.A, •••JM-\ (in ascending order). A follow-up order will be delivered simulta-
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neously with the start-up order not yet arrived. However, their model requires a large
amount of information (i.e., all the possible lead times (,- of the start-up order and its
probabilities pj), whereas our model only requires the first two moments of the lead
time (and possibly the first-order autocorrelation).

In this paper, we develop a simple model for a lead time process in which orders
do not cross. We show that the combination of a single-server queue and a deter-
ministic pipeline yields a versatile and simple lead time process. We use results from
queuing theory to choose the parameters of this process such that the successive
throughput times (approximately) match a prespecified lead time mean and vari-
ance. Although the approach is general applicable, we focus on divergent networks
with a periodic review, order-up-to policy. The results of this paper facilitate build-
ing a simulation model of multi-echelon inventory systems, to be used for scenario
analysis and/or validation of approximate analytical methods. In fact, we developed
this approach for the latter purpose (see van der Heijden, Diks, and de Kok [10]).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we consider a single-
location inventory system. Section 2 deals with the model and approach for this
situation. The analysis of the model is discussed in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, we
show how the lead time model can be used in a general multi-echelon setting. In
Section 6, the approximations are validated for divergent networks under periodic
review by a simulation study. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Sec-
tion 7.

2. SINGLE-LOCATION INVENTORY SYSTEM

Consider a single-location inventory system in which the lead time L is a random
variable with mean fiL and variance <x\. Denote by An the time period between
issuing the (n — l)st and the nth replenishment order. A,, can be a random variable
(e.g., under continuous review) or deterministic (e.g., under periodic review). Be-
cause it is assumed that orders cannot cross, the subsequent lead times faced in the
inventory system are correlated for most lead time distributions. Therefore, it be-
comes rather cumbersome to model a lead time process for which the mean and
variance coincide with the target values \iL and al, respectively.

To illustrate this, we consider a single-location inventory system under periodic
review. Figure 1 depicts the arrival times of two subsequent orders. At time t, an
order is placed at the supplier with lead time L). This order arrives at t + Lt. At time
t + R, the stockpoint again inspects the inventory position and places an order with

Placing order
Arrival order

t t + R t + L, t + R + L2

FIGURE 1. Arrival process of orders.
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lead time L2. This order arrives at t + R + L2. Because subsequent orders do not
cross, there has to hold R + L2 ^ Lx. If the lead time distribution of L is such that this
always holds, the successive lead times can be independent. An example of such a
distribution is a uniform distribution on [a,a + /3], with a ^ 0 and 0^ (3 < R. For
the more general case where not always does R + L2 ^ Lu it is obvious that L2

depends on Lt. In the remainder of this paper, we develop an approach to model the
lead time process of interrelated lead times, such that the mean and variance of the
lead time equals the predetermined /JL and crl, respectively.

2.1. Model and Approach

The lead time is modeled by the sojourn time in a GI/G/1 queue plus a deterministic
pipeline time. The arrival of a customer at this queue corresponds to the stockpoint
placing an order and, because the server adopts the first come-first served disci-
pline, customers (i.e., orders) cannot cross. For our convenience, we introduce the
following notation:

fix '• = the mean of random variable X,
ax '• — the variance of random variable X,
cx • = the coefficient of variation of a random variable X, cx = <rx/fix,

PzlX]:= the third central moment of random variable X, ^[X] = E[X — fjx]
2,

Fx:= the cumulative distribution function of a random variable X,
A : = the arrival rate at the queuing system,
B : = the service time of a customer in the queuing system,
W: = the waiting time of a customer in the queueing system,
5 := the sojourn time of a customer in the queuing system, S = W + B.

The lead time is not modeled solely by a queuing system for the following
reason. In practice, the mean lead time can be large in contrast to its small variance.
To obtain a lead time process for which the sojourn time has a large mean and a small
variance, a very high utilization (>0.999) is required. So, using the sojourn time of
the GI/G/1 queue solely is inadequate; therefore, we suggest to model the lead time
as the sum of the sojourn time in a GI/G/1 queue plus a fixed time in a pipeline (see
Fig. 2).

By setting this fixed time properly, we avoid lead time processes with an ex-
tremely high utilization. Thus, the lead time L is given by

L:=l + S, (2)

Supplier Stockpoint

o—*-iflri() ^o
S 1

FIGURE 2. Model of the lead time process.
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where / denotes a fixed nonnegative time and the random variable S denotes the
stochastic part of the lead time (in general, it depends on preceding lead times). As
one possible interpretation, one might think of Z as a fixed handling and transporta-
tion time and S as the production time, which is subjected to capacity constraints.

The sojourn time of the GI/G/1 queue plus the deterministic pipeline time has
mean pw + Ps + I and variance crw + a\. So, we have to find the parameters of the
lead time process, such that nL = nw + /JB + I and al = crj + aw for given /JL and
cr\. The process by which replenishment orders are generated is given, so the re-
maining degrees of freedom are Z and the service distribution B. Using only the first
two moments of B to analyze the GI/G/1 queue, this means that we have to find the
right values for I, fiB, and cr J. So we have one excess degree of freedom. We deal with
this as follows. First, we show how to determine the values of /JB and crj for a given
value of / (Section 3). Next, we discuss a proper choice of I (Section 4).

3. DETERMINATION OF Ms AND <r\

The objective of many papers in the queueing literature is to determine performance
characteristics (e.g., mean and variance of sojourn time) given information regard-
ing the arrival process and the service process. In this section, we have to deal with
the "inverse" problem: determine the service process characteristics given informa-
tion regarding the arrival process and the mean and variance of the sojourn time.
Specifically, determine /JB and aB such that pB + nw

 = VL ~ I and 0"! + &W =

crl. To solve this problem, we developed an algorithm that uses some techniques
developed in the literature. First, we briefly address these queuing techniques in
Section 3.1. Next, we discuss in Section 3.2 a nested bisection algorithm to deter-
mine /uB and crj.

3.1. Queuing Approximations

In this section, we address several techniques that determine pw and crw from fiB and
crj. We distinguish between the D/G/l queue (Section 3.1.1) and the GI/G/1 queue
(Section 3.1.2), because for the former queue good approximations have been de-
veloped and because it represents a specific case, namely, the periodic review.

3.1.1. D/G/1 model.3

Fredericks [6] and Bhat [3] (FBB)
In Fredericks [6], an excellent approximation is given for the mean waiting

time, denoted by fjw, in a D/G/l queue:

)
(t-R)dFB(t)

JR
/~oo »

FB(R) - 1 + es«-R) dFB(t)
JR
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where 5 is the unique solution to the equation

,-SR f

In Whitt [20], several diffusion approximations are given for fjw in case of heavy
traffic (say, p = X/uB > 0.95). Bhat [3] gave an approximation for crjj,:

<?w = t\ + 3 ^ 2_ y where z, := ^ * , z2 := A / J 3 [ 5 ] . (3)

/i3[5] in Eq. (3) is determined by first fitting a mixture of two Erlang distributions to
the first two moments of B (cf. Tijms [18]) and next computing its third moment.

deKok[13]
Let, for n = 0,1,2,..., the random variables Bn and Wn denote the service time

and the waiting time of the nth customer, respectively. Furthermore, suppose that the
Oth customer arrives at an empty system, so that Wo = 0. Then, it is easily seen that
the following relation holds:

Wn = {Wn_x+Bn-x-R) + , 11=1,2, . . . , (4)

where x+ := max(0,;t). The moment-iteration method developed by de Kok [13]
determines the distribution of Wn by an iterative procedure. It yields excellent re-
sults. Only for the case of heavy traffic (p > 0.95) do we suggest the use of the F&B
approach.

In case of discrete lead times, one might use the simple method of Adan, van
Eenige, and Resing [1], which fits a discrete distribution to B. Next, they used the
moment-iteration method for the D/G/l queue to obtain fiw and o-jy. Numerical
results show excellent performance of the method.

3.1.2. GI/G/1 model. As a GI/G/1 analogue of the F&B approach of Sec-
tion 3.1.1, we suggest using the approximation of Kramer and Langenbach-Belz
[14] to approximate /JW and again approximate crjyby the formula of Bhat [3] (zi and
z2 of Eq. (3) need to be adapted). As mentioned by Tijms [18], the approximation of
Kramer and Langenbach-Belz [14] is a very useful and quick estimate when cA is not
too large. Also, we could use the moment-iteration method of de Kok [13] for the
GI/G/1 queue to determine /jw and <?%, (Eq. (4) needs to be adapted).

3.2. Algorithm

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the review period R equals 1, that is,
A = 1. By applying either the F&B approximations or the moment-iteration algo-
rithm of de Kok [13], we are able to compute HS{^B,^1)

 a"d cr|(^f l ,o-|), denoting
the mean and variance of the sojourn time given /jB and crj, respectively. To explain
our algorithm (which determines fjB and <rj such that fis = fiL — I and <r| = crQ, we
depicted the behavior of both functions in Figure 3 (using the moment-iteration
method).
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fi. = 0.50 —
H, = 0.75 - -
ji. = 1.00
nj = 1.50 .
nj = 2.00 --
^ = 3 0 0 -

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Hj = 0.50
^ = 0.75
f-s = 1.00
\>-s = 1.50
^ = 2.00

= 3.00

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

FIGURE 3. Behavior of a\ (a) and a} (b) in a D/G/1 queue as a function of fiB.
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Figure 3a shows for which (fiB,crB) a certain mean sojourn time fis is achieved.
It indicates that when fiB decreases, crB at first increases linearly but, after a certain
point, increases more than linear. Figure 3b depicts the behavior of the variance
<Ts for all the points depicted in Figure 3a.

Let us explain the algorithm by considering an example. Suppose fis = 1 and
cr| = 1. First, we choose a mean service time, say, 0.4, and determine by bisection
how to set aB such that ns — 1. In Figure 3, this point is depicted by bl. Because
<T\ in bl exceeds 1, we decide to increase fjB, say, to 0.7. For this service time, again
the arB is determined such that ̂ 5 = 1. This yields point bl. However, because a} in
bl is too small we now decrease fiB. Proceed with this procedure until the point
(pB,crJ), for which ^5 = 1 and cr̂  = 1 is found. This nested bisection procedure is
formalized in the Appendix.

4. DETERMINATION OF /

As described in Section 2.1, it is important to choose a proper /. In this section, we
give two methods to split the lead time into the fixed part / and random part S. Again,
we distinguish between the D/G/l model (Section 4.1) and the GI/G/1 model (Sec-
tion 4.2).

4.1. D/G/1 Model

The first method assumes that there is some knowledge on the correlation of suc-
cessive lead times. Specifically, this method determines how / should be set such that
the first-order autocorrelation equals pL. Using Eq. (2), it follows that

cov(5,,52)'
PL = 2 > ( 5 )

where Si and S2 are two successive sojourn times of the D/G/l queue. By condition-
ing on S{, it can be shown that

fR

-'0

R

2{Rx-x2)dFs{x). (6)

Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) yields

PL=l ^ • (7)

By fitting a suitable distribution on S, we are able to actually compute pi. As de-
scribed in Tijms [18], we fit a mixture of two Erlang distributions on its mean and
variance.

From Eq. (7), it follows that when a\ is fixed and fis converges to 0, then pL

eventually converges to 1. This is intuitively clear. From fiB<ps, it follows that when
fjs converges to 0, fjB also converges to 0. To still meet the fixed variance <r|, the
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o~\ increases considerably when \iB converges to 0. So, for a small fis, the cB is very
large. This results in a "lumpy" service time distribution; that is, most of the time B
is small, but on rare occasions B is huge. Hence, the sojourn time of a customer be-
comes highly correlated with the sojourn time of its preceding customer.

On the other hand, when crj is fixed and ns is very large (with respect to cr}),
then pL is also large. Also, this is intuitively clear. When ns is large compared to
a\, the cs is small. Hence, the behavior of 5 is more or less deterministic.

Figure 4 depicts the behavior of pL as a function of JJS in a periodic review
system with R = 1. As we expected, this figure shows that pL is approximately 1 for
a small fts and large for p5 sufficiently large. Furthermore, this figure shows that not
any pL can be obtained for given nL and o-\. The smaller al is, the larger the range
of pL becomes. For some values of pL, there even are two ways of splitting the lead
time. In advance, it is not clear which of these two possibilities yields the best way
of splitting the lead time. Finally, we note that pL is independent of fiL but only
depends on p s (^/JL) and &1-

The second method, which yields a suitable way of splitting L into the fixed /
and the random 5, is just by taking an exponential distribution for B. Then from
queuing theory it follows that the sojourn time in a D/M/1 queue is exponentially
distributed as well. So cs = 1. After some elementary algebra, it follows that

(8)
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FIGURE 4. Behavior of pL as a function of /JS, when R = 1.
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Figure 3a shows indeed that all points (/ja,o-|) with cs = 1 are on the line for which
cB = 1. So, by using the splitting rule of Eq. (8), the service process easily follows
from the analysis of the D/M/l queue: B is exponentially distributed with

(9)

4.2. GI/G/1 Model

As in Section 4.1, we address the same two methods of splitting L. For applying the
first method, we need to have an expression for the covariance of two successive
sojourn times. Unlike the D/G/1 queue, the variability of the arrival process of the
GI/G/1 queue has to be taken into account. So, Eq. (6) slightly changes:

/ •oo /"oo

cov(S,,S2) = *} - (MA ~ fiB)»s + I I x(l - FA{r + x)) drdFs{x).
->o Jo

(10)

By fitting a mixture of two Erlang distributions on the mean and variance of A, we
can obtain a more tractable expression for Eq. (10). This means that the interarrival
time A follows an Eku6i distribution with probability a and an E*,,s2 distribution with
probability 1 - a. The parameters a, ku k2, 6lt and 62 can easily be obtained from
HA and <T\. For more details regarding the fitting procedure, we refer to Tijms [18].
After some algebra, Eq. (10) is elaborated as

cov(S,,S2) = <rj- (nA ~ nB)ns
2 a *'—1 i 6l- r°°

+ 2 T S E 7 7 x'^e-s<*dFs{x). (11)
i = l °i j=0 /=0 '• JO

Also on S we fit a mixture of two Erlang distributions so as to be able to compute pL.
Again, the second method can be applied. Similar results hold, because the

distribution of the sojourn time in a GI/M/1 queue is exponentially distributed. So
the service time B is exponentially distributed with

(12)

where A*(s) denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of A. Note that for the afore-
mentioned mixture of two Erlang distributions we have:

0,

5. MULTI-ECHELON SYSTEMS

In this section, we extend the results of Section 2 to arbitrary large networks of
stockpoints. We distinguish between push systems (Section 5.1) and pull systems
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(Section 5.2). By "push," we mean that each stockpoint ships replenishment orders
to its successors immediately upon arrival of a shipment, whereas "pull" reflects that
the receiving stockpoint issues replenishment orders.

5.1. Push Systems

In a convergent system, every stockpoint has a unique successor (but may have
several predecessors), whereas in a divergent system every stockpoint has a unique
predecessor (but may have several successors). Several papers concerning divergent
systems use a push mechanism (see van der Heijden et al. [10]). Upon arrival of an
order at a stockpoint, the products are shipped toward its successors. The D/G/l
analysis performed in Sections 3 and 4 applies to the most upstream stockpoint if a
periodic review policy is used. When the upstream stockpoint uses a continuous
review policy, the GI/G/1 model may be applied. The arrival process of a down-
stream stockpoint is determined by the departure process of its upstream predeces-
sor. Hence, the interarrival times generally will be correlated. As an approximation,
we suggest to model the lead time process in a downstream stockpoint by the sojourn
time in a GI/G/1 queue plus a fixed handling and transportation time. So we disre-
gard the dependency between the interarrival times. In Section 6, this assumption is
verified by simulation.

For our convenience, we describe how to model the lead time process of the
downstream stockpoint in a two-stage serial system (see Fig. 5). The extension to
larger serial systems, or even divergent systems, is straightforward, because for all
cases the arrival process of the GI/G/1 queue equals the departure process of its
predecessor. We use a two-moment approximation for the interdeparture time pro-
cess. It is clear that the mean interdeparture time equals the mean interarrival time at
stockpoint 1. The variance of the interdeparture time of stockpoint 1 can be deter-
mined from the three approximations for the squared coefficient of variation of the
interdeparture times of a GI/G/1 queue given by Buzacott and Shanthikumar [4].

For convergent systems, the push mechanism is hardly used, because it is mainly
used to model an assembly system. Then material coordination is required, because
it does not make sense to ship parts to its successor if not all the parts are available.
Hence, a push mechanism is not appropriate. Moreover, in a push mechanism, the
arrival process of a stockpoint equals the superposition of all the departure processes
of its predecessors. It is doubtful whether this arrival process can be described ap-
propriately by independent arrivals where its interarrival times are only based on the
first two moments. Hence, for these systems an alternative model of the lead times
probably is required.

XTL
V

FIGURE 5. The two-serial system.
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5.2. Pull Systems

In pull systems, a stockpoint typically places an order at all its upstream stockpoints
when its inventory position drops below a certain reorder point. When one of these
upstream stockpoints is not able to satisfy the order immediately, then (a) this order
is lost or (b) it is backordered and delivered as soon as possible. In the first case,
some lead times may represent an order of amount zero. Like Kaplan [12], we adopt
the convention that such an order can be treated as a pseudo-order or infinitesimal
amount but to be considered as outstanding until the pseudo-order arrives. Hence,
for every stockpoint the D/G/l model may be applied in case of periodic review, and
the GI/G/1 model may be used as an approximation in case of continuous review. A
subject for further research is to determine for which inventory policies this yields
satisfactory results. However, for the second case the lead time process of a stock-
point also depends on the waiting times at its upstream stockpoints. In that case, it is
hard to characterize the arrival process at this stockpoint.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Let us first address the numerical results with respect to a single inventory system
(Section 6.1). Next, we examine the approximation of assuming independent arriv-
als of orders at downstream stockpoints (see Section 6.2).

6.1. Single-Location Inventory System

Consider a single-location inventory system. Because the splitting rule of Eq. (8)
yields exact results, there is no need for testing. For the case where the lead time is
split so as to attain a predetermined first-order autocorrelation pL, we examined
several instances of a single location inventory system under periodic review. Again,
without loss of generality R := 1.

Table 1 shows the results when the target mean lead time p.L equals 2. We con-
sidered three different cr\. For crl = 0.25 we require p G {0.5,0.65}, for erf = 0.5 we
require pL G {0.7,0.8}, and for al = 1 we require pL = 0.8. For every instance, we
determined both possibilities (see Fig. 4) of attaining pL, denoted by 1 and 2. Fur-
thermore, we compare the F&B technique and the moment-iteration method of de
Kok [13]. In Table 1, fiL, frL, and pL denote the simulated values. From Table 1, it is
clear that for 8 out of the 20 cases the results are satisfactory (i.e., pL deviates from
pL maximally by 0.04). However, for the worst 7 cases, the results are very poor (i.e.,
pL deviates from pL between 0.08 and 0.12). This may be explained as follows. The
c\ for these 7 cases varies from 3.2 to 32.7; therefore, both the F&B and the moment-
iteration methods do not accurately approximate the variance of the sojourn time.
Note that for the cases where &l almost coincides with &[, pL also almost coincides
with pL. From these results, we conclude that the performance of the suggested
model is moderate. Hence, we recommend to concentrate on the first two moments
of the lead time and use the splitting rule of Eq. (8).
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TABLE 1. The (Simulated) Mean, Variance, and Correlation of the Lead Time
Observed at a Single Stockpoint, Using the F&B and de Kok Techniques

Policy

F&B
F&B
deKok
deKok

F&B
F&B
deKok
deKok

F&B
F&B
deKok
deKok

F&B
F&B
deKok
deKok

F&B
F&B
deKok
de.Kok

Possibility

1
2
1
2

1
2
1

2

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

1

2
1

2

/

1.744
1.315
1.764
1.215

1.863
1.060
1.863
0.967

1.742
1.039
1.742
0.945

1.853
0.841
1.853
0.675

1.673
0.790
1.673
0.669

VL

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

PL

2.000
2.002
1.996
2.004

2.002
2.010
1.997
2.018

2.000
2.005
1.995
2.010

1.999
2.017
1.993
2.032

2.000
2.010
1.992
2.021

<rl

0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250

0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250

0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.192
0.208
0.243
0.260

0.195
0.224
0.218
0.297

0.402
0.428
0.439
0.543

0.422
0.468
0.368
0.662

0.825
0.902
0.780
1.157

PL

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70

0.80
0.80
0.80
0,80

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

PL

0.38
0.42
0.47
0.52

0.53
0.62
0.58
0.70

0.60
0.66
0.63
0.72

0.73
0.78
0.71
0.86

0.73
0.79
0.72
0.83

6.2. Two-Stage Serial System

Consider the two-serial system of Figure 5. Suppose the splitting rule of Eq. (8) is
used in both stockpoints. Stockpoint 1 inspects the inventory at the start of every
period (i.e., R:= 1), and upon arrival of such order stockpoint 2 inspects its inven-
tory position and places an order. For stockpoint 1 wehave/ i t£ {0.5,0.75,1,1.5,2,3}
andc L £ {0.25,0.5,0.75}. For stockpoint 2 we have LIL = 1 and o-f = 0.50. We only
varied the lead time parameters of stockpoint 1, because these influence the behavior
of the departure process of stockpoint 1 and, hence, the arrival process of stock-
point 2. To examine the impact of neglecting the dependency of arrivals at stock-
point 2, we simulated fiL and &l of stockpoint 2 for the aforementioned 18 instances.
This was done for the three approximations derived in Buzacott and Shanthikumar
[3] (see Table 2). For every instance, we simulated 400,000 periods. Approximations
1 and 2 result in lead times for which both the mean and the variance are too low,
whereas approximation 3 generally results in lead times for which both the mean and
the variance are too high. It turns out that approximation 1 is always worse than
approximation 2. Furthermore, the deviations of the mean lead time of approxima-
tions 2 and 3 are almost equal; however, approximation 3 results in a much better
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TABLE 2. The (Simulated) Mean and Variance of the Lead Time Observed at
Stockpoint 2 (pL = 1 and &1 = 0.5), for the Three Approximations of Buzacott
and Shanthikumar [4]

ML

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.50

2.00

3.00

6.00

Stockpoint

CL

0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75

1

P

0.125
0.245
0.349
0.187
0.349
0.467
0.245
0.432
0.552
0.349
0.552
0.662
0.432
0.632
0.730
0.552
0.730
0.807
0.730
0.850
0.897

Approximation 1

ML

0.998
0.989
0.981
0.994
0.981
0.973
0.989
0.975
0.972
0.982
0.972
0.969
0.975
0.970
0.968
0.971
0.968
0.972
0.966
0.974
0.979

0.494
0.474
0.457
0.483
0.457
0.443
0.475
0.448
0.444
0.459
0.444
0.442
0.447
0.445
0.444
0.443
0.441
0.447
0.438
0.452
0.463

Stockpoint 2

Approximation 2

ML

0.998
0.991
0.987
0.994
0.987
0.981
0.991
0.982
0.979
0.986
0.979
0.975
0.982
0.977
0.973
0.977
0.974
0.974
0.973
0.977
0.983

H
0.494
0.476
0.464
0.485
0.464
0.453
0.478
0.456
0.453
0.465
0.453
0.449
0.456
0.449
0.449
0.452
0.451
0.452
0.448
0.461
0.469

Approximation 3

ML

1.004
1.009
1.016
1.006
1.016
1.019
1.009
1.019
1.020
1.015
1.020
1.020
1.018
1.020
1.018
1.022
1.020
1.010
1.018
1.005
1.003

H
0.501
0.500
0.503
0.501
0.502
0.502
0.502
0.504
0.506
0.503
0.506
0.506
0.504
0.508
0.509
0.508
0.512
0.497
0.508
0.497
0.504

performance of the lead time variance. Hence, from this experiment we suggest
using approximation 3. As can be seen from Table 2, the performance of the approx-
imations depends on the utilization, p say, of the queue of stockpoint 1. When p is
small, customers hardly interact with each other (because almost every customer
arrives at an empty queue of stockpoint 1). When p is large, almost every customer
sees a nonempty queue. Hence, most of the times the interdeparture time of two
successive customers equals a service time. Because the service times are indepen-
dent, the interarrival times at the queue of stockpoint 2 are also independent. Table 2
shows that the performance of the approximations is the worst when p is around 0.8.
However, for small p and high p, the approximations yield very satisfactory results.

Finally, we notice that it takes quite some time before the simulator "stabilizes."
This issue was already discussed in Vinson [19]. Take for example the instance
(fjL = 3 and cL = 0.75). Because the parameters of the queuing system of stockpoint
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T A B L E 3. &l for Several Cycle Times

Cycle Time

50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000

H
5.655
5.421
5.339
5.273
5.077

1 can be determined by the exact expression of Eq. (9), we know that &l obtained by
simulation has to converge to <j\ - 5.0625. In Table 3, this variance is depicted for
several different sizes of the simulation run. That it converges very slowly is due to
the high correlation between successive lead times. When this correlation is not so
large, the convergence is much quicker.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we develop a simple model for a lead time process in which orders do
not cross. We show that the combination of a single-server queue and a deterministic
pipeline yields a versatile and simple lead time process. To model the lead time
process for a single location inventory system, we analyzed two methods such that
(a) its first two moments match the moments observed in practice and (b) besides its
first two moments the first-order correlation also matches. For the first method,
exact expressions are derived (Eqs. (8) and (9) for the D/M/1 queue and Eq. (12) for
the GI/M/1 queue). For the second method, we developed an algorithm that deter-
mines approximate values for the parameters of the queueing model (using Eqs.
(5)-(7), (10), and (11)). It turns out that not every coefficient of correlation can be
attained. An interesting question, of course, is whether in practice there are lead time
processes that do attain such coefficients of correlation. Because in our opinion the
performance of the second method is moderate, we recommend using the first method.
Furthermore, the results are extended to arbitrary large divergent multi-echelon sys-
tems. Now the performance of the first method depends on the impact of neglecting
the dependency between arrivals (if there is any). Numerical results are quite satis-
fying (see Table 2).
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APPENDIX
Nested Bisection Algorithm to Determine \JLB and \

Such That the Sojourn Time Has
Mean us a n d Variance <r|

max := 1020;
Initialize et > 0,e2> 0;
Choose fib E {0,MAY>

Determine ab > 0 by bisection such that \ps(Vb,&b) - /xs| < e2;
if a}(^b,al) < o-| then
begin

p := 0; a2 := max;

end else
begin

end;
while |o-s

2(/i6)o-6
2) - a\\ a e, do

begin

Determine a-2 G (g2,*?-2) by bisection such that I^C^.o-,2) - p s | < e2;
if al(fib,crl) <<r|then
begin

/* == Mi>; ? 2 : = °"*;
end else
begin

/!:=//(,; tf2:= orj2;
end;

end;


